Draft Outline for Roadmaps 1.0 Bundled Tutorials

1. **Roadmaps 1.0 Bundled Intro** (Clip = Bundle Intro.MOV)
   
   This clip introduces the concept of Roadmaps 1.0. The focus of Roadmaps 1.0 is to “provide help to overcome the road blocks, detours, and bumps in the road on this new HPE journey to success.”

2. **Google Slides, Part One: Tia Rupe** (Clip = Bundle Google Slides 1.MOV)
   
   Part One introduces the Google Slides app. Basic features are covered and steps are included to create a presentation similar to using PowerPoint.
   
   **Brain Boost: Kristen Edmiaston** (Clip = BB Kristen.MOV)

3. **Google Slides, Part Two: Tia Rupe** (Clip = Bundle Google Slides 2.MOV)
   
   Part Two explains how to use a PDF in Google Slides for students to respond on and turn back in to the instructor.
   
   **Brain Boost: Carri Kreider** (Clip = BB Carri.MOV)

4. **Google Slides, Part Three: Tia Rupe** (Clip = Google Slides 3.MOV)
   
   Part Three leads the learner through setting up a virtual classroom.
   
   **Brain Boost: Lisa Rakoz** (Clip = BB Lisa.MOV)

5. **Kahoot: Judy Beard** (Clip = Bundle Kahoot.MOV)
   
   This tutorial introduces the Kahoot app and what it has to offer. Kahoot can be used for assessments, lesson planning, and can introduce new topics in a gamified manner.
   
   **Brain Boost: Joseph Brooks and Nels Winn** (Clip = BB JoeNels.MOV)

6. **FlipGrid: Dustin Lungo** (Clip = Bundle FlipGrid.MOV)
   
   FlipGrid provides a platform for students and teachers to communicate using photos and videos. This tutorial will show the learner ways that the app can be used and will help the learner create a FlipGrid site.
   
   **Brain Boost: Jacina Laboo** (Clip = BB Jacina.MOV)

7. **iMovie Trailers: Krista Winn** (Clip = Bundle iMovie Trailers.MOV)
   
   This tutorial is for those who would like to implement the iMovie app on an iPad or an iPhone. The Trailers section provides approximately 14 templates to choose from to create a one-minute video by inserting your own text, photos, and videos.
   
   **Brain Boost: Dana Henry** (Clip = BB Dana.MOV)

8. **iMovie: Krista Winn** (Clip = Bundle iMovie.MOV)
   
   Again, this tutorial is for those who would like to use the iMovie app on an iPad or an iPhone. The movie section combines videos, photos, and music to make instructional and exercise videos. The tutorial walks through making a simple video without all of the bells and whistles.
   
   **Brain Boost: Karl Myers** (Clip = BB Karl.MOV)

---

**Brain Boost Contributors:**

Joseph Brooks  
Central Washington University, Graduate Student  
Ellensburg, WA

Kristen Edmiaston
Brain Boost Description: Brain Boosts are short spurts of activity that help to stimulate the mind and body. They are typically used to break up sedentary activities and provide a “wiggle break.”

Objective: The objective of these Brain Boosts is to Walk the Talk. Participants in Roadmaps 1.0 are spending quite a bit of time staring at a computer. Research shows that providing Brain Boosts after each tutorial will enable the learner to stay engaged.